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Due to the superior structural capacity, stability, safety, as well as economic 
benefits of slab tracks compared to those of traditional rail-ballast counterparts, slab 
track systems have become more and more popular in recent railway applications.  A 
review of the-state-of-the-art procedures in track analysis was first conducted and the 
fundamental assumptions and limitations were identified.  In particular, the effects 
and sensitivity analysis of various design components of slab track systems were 
rarely investigated in the existing literature and the gaps between theoretical 
closed-form solutions and finite element solutions are unresolved.  Consequently, the 
main objective of this study is to investigate their theoretical discrepancies, develop 
stress adjustment factors and analysis procedures based on elastic track theory to 
account for various practical track conditions more realistically. 
The well-known three-dimensional finite element program (ABAQUS) will be 
adopted in this study.  According to earlier literature, various elements will be 
carefully chosen to simulate different components of the slab track system, i.e., block 
elements, beam elements, and spring elements will be used to model concrete slabs, 
rails, and various rail fastenings as well as the subgrade support, respectively.  The 
entire project consists of two Phases (I and II) to be completed within two years.  
The primary research foci of the Phase I are to investigate the theoretical 
discrepancies between available closed-form solutions and finite element solutions as 
well as to develop a user-friendly interface program as a pre- and post- processor of 
the ABAQUS program for future slab track analysis.  The major tasks include: (1) 
literature review; (2) derivation and validation of closed-form solutions; (3) effects of 
various design components; (4) finite element analyses and identification of 
theoretical discrepancies; and (5) development of a user-friendly interface program.  
Furthermore, the investigation of temperature curling effects, buckling of 
continuously welded rails (CWRs) due to the combined effects of loading and curling, 
as well as rail weakening effects due to the long-time vibration of the slab tracks 
system are the major concern of the Phase II.  Many series of finite element factorial 
runs over a wide range of railway designs will be carefully selected and conducted.  
The major research approach and tasks include: (1) application of the principles of 
dimensional analysis and temperature curling effects; (2) buckling of CWRs; (3) 
investigation of the effects of vibration on rail fastenings; (4) damage and 
deterioration of the slab tracks system; and (5) sensitivity analysis and several 
practical case studies. 
With the successful accomplishment of this project, it is expected that the 
research findings will be efficiently and widely applied in many more practical 
railway design and analysis problems.  The ultimate goal of this study is to advance 
the fundamental and applied technologies in slab tracks analysis and design for our 
country’s long-term infrastructure development. 
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δ  （3 - 31） 
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Es=206 GPa?????? Is=3090 cm4????????? u=49.05 
MPa????? s=0.58m??????????????????
λ=1.178 m-1?????? 3-4????????????????? 
?????? x=0?????????M=2.082 kN-m????
δ=0.1178 cm?????????????????????
P=3.242kN ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ])[1.178(0.011783)( 1 cmxxy φ= ?
)1.178(0.000278)( 2 xx φθ −= ? ])[1.178(0822)( 3 mNxxM −= φ ? ])[1.178(4950)( 4 NxxQ ϕ−= ? 
? 3 - 3 ?????????? 
 P Es Is u 
 KN GPa cm4 MPa 
CaseI 9.81 196.2 2050 98.10 
CaseII 9.81 215.8 4712 78.48 
CaseIII 9.81 237.4 6537 49.05 
CaseIV 9.81 261.1 4929 19.62 
CaseV 9.81 287.3 5000 9.81 
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? M ?????????????????? B=1.958*108 N/m?
D=2.845*107 N/m??? 3 − 2????4?6?8?????????
?????????????Μ=2352 N-m?2296 N-m?2175 N-m?
??????????δ=0.116cm?0.1162cm?0.111cm? 
??????????????????? F????????
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???????? 3 - 5??? 















































? 3 - 4 ?????????? 
x Es Is u lr λ ????? ????? 



















0 196.2 2050 98.10 45 0.0157 0 0.125 0.354 0.250 0.354 
0 215.8 4712 78.48 60 0.0118 0 0.125 0.354 0.250 0.354 
0 237.4 6537 49.05 75 0.0094 0 0.125 0.354 0.250 0.354 
0 261.1 4929 19.62 90 0.0079 0 0.125 0.353 0.250 0.354 
9 196.2 2050 98.10 45 0.0157 0.2 0.123 0.347 0.184 0.261 
12 215.8 4712 78.48 60 0.0118 0.2 0.123 0.347 0.184 0.261 
15 237.4 6537 49.05 75 0.0094 0.2 0.123 0.347 0.184 0.261 
22 287.2 5000 9.81 110 0.0064 0.2 0.123 0.347 0.184 0.261 
24 215.8 4712 78.48 60 0.0118 0.4 0.117 0.330 0.128 0.182 
30 237.4 6537 49.05 75 0.0094 0.4 0.117 0.330 0.128 0.181 
44 287.2 5000 9.81 110 0.0064 0.4 0.117 0.330 0.128 0.182 
36 196.2 2050 98.10 45 0.0157 0.8 0.098 0.277 0.044 0.062 
60 237.4 6537 49.05 75 0.0094 0.8 0.098 0.277 0.044 0.062 
72 261.1 4929 19.62 90 0.0079 0.8 0.098 0.277 0.044 0.062 
54 196.2 2050 98.10 45 0.0157 1.2 0.075 0.214 -0.010 -0.014 
72 215.8 4712 78.48 60 0.0118 1.2 0.076 0.214 -0.010 -0.014 
90 237.4 6537 49.05 75 0.0094 1.2 0.076 0.214 -0.010 -0.014 
90 215.8 4712 78.48 60 0.0118 1.5 0.059 0.167 -0.033 -0.047 
113 237.4 6537 49.05 75 0.0094 1.5 0.059 0.166 -0.034 -0.048 
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? 3 - 5 ???????????? 
P Es Is u1 Ec Ic u2 lr lrk lk ??????? 
































196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 2.11E+05 597 38.0 55.1 61.8 0.6900.615 0.634 0.298 0.3950.240
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 2.12E+05 408 40.0 58.0 65.0 0.6900.615 0.634 0.298 0.3950.240
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 1.95E+05 264 42.0 60.9 68.3 0.6900.615 0.634 0.298 0.3950.240
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 1.63E+05 153 44.0 63.8 71.5 0.6900.615 0.634 0.298 0.3950.240
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.06E+05 67 46.0 66.7 74.8 0.6900.615 0.634 0.298 0.3950.240
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 2.11E+05 443 38.0 55.1 66.5 0.6900.571 0.712 0.377 0.4030.275
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 2.12E+05 303 40.0 58.0 70.0 0.6900.571 0.712 0.377 0.4030.275
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 1.95E+05 196 42.0 60.9 73.5 0.6900.571 0.712 0.377 0.4030.275
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 1.63E+05 113 44.0 63.8 77.0 0.6900.571 0.712 0.377 0.4030.275
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.06E+05 50 46.0 66.7 80.5 0.6900.571 0.712 0.377 0.4030.275
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 2.11E+05 337 38.0 55.1 71.3 0.6900.533 0.803 0.469 0.4100.310
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 2.12E+05 230 40.0 58.0 75.0 0.6900.533 0.803 0.469 0.4100.310
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 1.95E+05 149 42.0 60.9 78.8 0.6900.533 0.803 0.469 0.4100.310
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 1.63E+05 86 44.0 63.8 82.5 0.6900.533 0.803 0.469 0.4100.310
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.06E+05 38 46.0 66.7 86.3 0.6900.533 0.803 0.469 0.4100.310
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 2.11E+05 260 38.0 55.1 76.0 0.6900.500 0.907 0.575 0.4180.346
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 2.12E+05 178 40.0 58.0 80.0 0.6900.500 0.907 0.575 0.4180.346
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 1.95E+05 115 42.0 60.9 84.0 0.6900.500 0.907 0.575 0.4180.346
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 1.63E+05 67 44.0 63.8 88.0 0.6900.500 0.907 0.575 0.4180.346
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.06E+05 29 46.0 66.7 92.0 0.6900.500 0.907 0.575 0.4180.346
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 2.41E+05 683 38.0 57.0 61.8 0.6670.615 0.599 0.261 0.3900.242
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 2.43E+05 467 40.0 60.0 65.0 0.6670.615 0.599 0.261 0.3900.242
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 2.23E+05 302 42.0 63.0 68.3 0.6670.615 0.599 0.261 0.3900.242
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 1.86E+05 175 44.0 66.0 71.5 0.6670.615 0.599 0.261 0.3900.242
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.22E+05 76 46.0 69.0 74.8 0.6670.615 0.599 0.261 0.3900.242
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 2.41E+05 508 38.0 57.0 66.5 0.6670.571 0.668 0.331 0.3970.277
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 2.43E+05 347 40.0 60.0 70.0 0.6670.571 0.668 0.331 0.3970.277
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 2.23E+05 225 42.0 63.0 73.5 0.6670.571 0.668 0.331 0.3970.277





? 3 - 5 ????????????(?) 
P Es Is u1 Ec Ic u2 lr lrk lk ??????? 
































9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.22E+05 57 46.0 69.0 80.5 0.6670.571 0.668 0.331 0.3970.277
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 2.41E+05 385 38.0 57.0 71.3 0.6670.533 0.747 0.412 0.4030.313
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 2.43E+05 264 40.0 60.0 75.0 0.6670.533 0.747 0.412 0.4030.313
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 2.23E+05 170 42.0 63.0 78.8 0.6670.533 0.747 0.412 0.4030.313
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 1.86E+05 99 44.0 66.0 82.5 0.6670.533 0.747 0.412 0.4030.313
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.22E+05 43 46.0 69.0 86.3 0.6670.533 0.747 0.412 0.4030.313
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 2.41E+05 298 38.0 57.0 76.0 0.6670.500 0.839 0.504 0.4100.349
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 2.43E+05 204 40.0 60.0 80.0 0.6670.500 0.839 0.504 0.4100.349
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 2.23E+05 132 42.0 63.0 84.0 0.6670.500 0.839 0.504 0.4100.349
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 1.86E+05 76 44.0 66.0 88.0 0.6670.500 0.839 0.504 0.4100.349
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.22E+05 33 46.0 69.0 92.0 0.6670.500 0.839 0.504 0.4100.349
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 2.75E+05 779 38.0 58.9 61.8 0.6450.615 0.570 0.230 0.3860.244
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 2.77E+05 533 40.0 62.0 65.0 0.6450.615 0.570 0.230 0.3860.244
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 2.54E+05 344 42.0 65.1 68.3 0.6450.615 0.570 0.230 0.3860.244
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 2.12E+05 199 44.0 68.2 71.5 0.6450.615 0.570 0.230 0.3860.244
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.39E+05 87 46.0 71.3 74.8 0.6450.615 0.570 0.230 0.3860.244
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 2.75E+05 579 38.0 58.9 66.5 0.6450.571 0.630 0.291 0.3920.280
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 2.77E+05 396 40.0 62.0 70.0 0.6450.571 0.630 0.291 0.3920.280
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 2.54E+05 256 42.0 65.1 73.5 0.6450.571 0.630 0.291 0.3920.280
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 2.12E+05 148 44.0 68.2 77.0 0.6450.571 0.630 0.291 0.3920.280
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.39E+05 65 46.0 71.3 80.5 0.6450.571 0.630 0.291 0.3920.280
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 2.75E+05 439 38.0 58.9 71.3 0.6450.533 0.700 0.362 0.3980.316
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 2.77E+05 301 40.0 62.0 75.0 0.6450.533 0.700 0.362 0.3980.316
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 2.54E+05 194 42.0 65.1 78.8 0.6450.533 0.700 0.362 0.3980.316
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 2.12E+05 112 44.0 68.2 82.5 0.6450.533 0.700 0.362 0.3980.316
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.39E+05 49 46.0 71.3 86.3 0.6450.533 0.700 0.362 0.3980.316
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 2.75E+05 339 38.0 58.9 76.0 0.6450.500 0.781 0.444 0.4040.353
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 2.77E+05 232 40.0 62.0 80.0 0.6450.500 0.781 0.444 0.4040.353
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 2.54E+05 150 42.0 65.1 84.0 0.6450.500 0.781 0.444 0.4040.353
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 2.12E+05 87 44.0 68.2 88.0 0.6450.500 0.781 0.444 0.4040.353
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? 3 - 5 ????????????(?) 
P Es Is u1 Ec Ic u2 lr lrk lk ??????? 
































9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.39E+05 38 46.0 71.3 92.0 0.6450.500 0.781 0.444 0.4040.353
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 3.12E+05 884 38.0 60.8 61.8 0.6250.615 0.544 0.203 0.3820.246
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 3.15E+05 605 40.0 64.0 65.0 0.6250.615 0.544 0.203 0.3820.246
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 2.88E+05 391 42.0 67.2 68.3 0.6250.615 0.544 0.203 0.3820.246
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 2.41E+05 226 44.0 70.4 71.5 0.6250.615 0.544 0.203 0.3820.246
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.57E+05 99 46.0 73.6 74.8 0.6250.615 0.544 0.203 0.3820.246
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 3.12E+05 657 38.0 60.8 66.50.6250.571 0.598 0.257 0.3870.282
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 3.15E+05 450 40.0 64.0 70.00.6250.571 0.598 0.257 0.3870.282
98.1 2 6 6000 416 29.4 2.88E+05 291 42.0 67.2 73.50.6250.571 0.598 0.257 0.3870.282
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 2.41E+05 168 44.0 70.4 77.00.6250.571 0.598 0.257 0.3870.282
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.57E+05 74 46.0 73.6 80.50.6250.571 0.598 0.257 0.3870.282
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 3.12E+05 499 38.0 60.8 71.30.6250.533 0.660 0.320 0.3930.318
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 3.15E+05 341 40.0 64.0 75.00.6250.533 0.660 0.320 0.3930.318
98.1 2 6 6000 416 29.4 2.88E+05 221 42.067.278.80.6250. 330.660 0.320 0.3930.318
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 2.41E+05 128 44.070.482.50.6250. 330.660 0.320 0.3930.318
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 1.57E+05 56 46.073.686.30.6250. 330.660 0.320 0.3930.318
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 3.12E+05 385 38.060.876.00.6250. 000.731 0.392 0.3980.355
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 3.15E+05 264 40.064.080.00.6250. 000.731 0.392 0.3980.355
98.1 2 6 6000 416 29.4 2.88E+05 170 42.067.284.00.6250. 000.731 0.392 0.3980.355
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 2.41E+05 99 44.070.488.00.6250. 000.731 0.392 0.3980.355
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? 5 - 16??????? 
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????? 5 - 1????????????????????
??????????????????? 5 - 16?b??????
??? 5 - 16?a??????????????????????
???????????????????????? 0.01%???
?? 5 - 16?c?????????? 5 - 16?a? ?????????
????????????????????????? 0.06%??
?????????? 0.03%???????????? 0.04%? 
? 5 - 1?????????? 
 P Es Is u1 Ec Ic u2 k 
 kN GPa cm4 MPa GPa cm4 MPa MPa/m
I 196.2 196 10000 940.95 41.2 2.41E+05 507.90 264.6
II 147.15 206 8000 643.78 34.3 2.43E+05 347.50 120.7
III 98.1 216 6000 416.15 29.4 2.23E+05 224.63 78.0 
IV 49.05 226 4000 240.80 24.5 1.86E+05 129.97 33.8 
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? 5 - 2 ??????????? 
????? 0 2 4 5 6 
???? cm 1.1285E-02 1.1284E-02 1.1287E-02 1.1293E-02 1.1298E-02 
????? cm 7.2912E-03 7.2903E-03 7.2934E-03 7.2993E-03 7.3043E-03 
???? N-m 625.39 625.39 625.39 625.49 625.68 
????? N-m 6.61 6.61 6.61 6.61 6.62 
???? N-m 6.254 6.254 6.254 6.255 6.257 
???? N-m 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.163 
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ABAQUS  
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? 6? ???????? 
 112
? 6 - 1 ??????????? 
x Es Is u lr λ ??????? ABAQUS???? ??????? ABAQUS???? 



































0 196.2 2050 98.10 45 0.0157 0 0.125 0.354 0.126 0.358 0.250 0.354 0.245 0.347 
0 215.8 4712 78.48 60 0.0118 0 0.125 0.354 0.127 0.358 0.250 0.354 0.246 0.348 
0 237.4 6537 49.05 75 0.0094 0 0.125 0.354 0.126 0.357 0.250 0.354 0.247 0.349 
0 261.1 4929 19.62 90 0.0079 0 0.125 0.353 0.127 0.359 0.250 0.354 0.247 0.349 
9 196.2 2050 98.10 45 0.0157 0.2 0.123 0.347 0.124 0.350 0.184 0.261 0.183 0.259 
12 215.8 4712 78.48 60 0.0118 0.2 0.123 0.347 0.124 0.350 0.184 0.261 0.183 0.259 
15 237.4 6537 49.05 75 0.0094 0.2 0.123 0.347 0.124 0.350 0.184 0.261 0.183 0.259 
22 287.2 5000 9.81 110 0.0064 0.2 0.123 0.347 0.128 0.362 0.184 0.261 0.186 0.263 
24 215.8 4712 78.48 60 0.0118 0.4 0.117 0.330 0.117 0.332 0.128 0.182 0.128 0.180 
30 237.4 6537 49.05 75 0.0094 0.4 0.117 0.330 0.117 0.332 0.128 0.181 0.127 0.180 
44 287.2 5000 9.81 110 0.0064 0.4 0.117 0.330 0.122 0.344 0.128 0.182 0.130 0.184 
36 196.2 2050 98.10 45 0.0157 0.8 0.098 0.277 0.098 0.277 0.044 0.062 0.043 0.061 
60 237.4 6537 49.05 75 0.0094 0.8 0.098 0.277 0.098 0.278 0.044 0.062 0.043 0.061 
72 261.1 4929 19.62 90 0.0079 0.8 0.098 0.277 0.099 0.281 0.044 0.062 0.044 0.062 
54 196.2 2050 98.10 45 0.0157 1.2 0.075 0.214 0.075 0.213 -0.010 -0.014 -0.010 -0.014 
72 215.8 4712 78.48 60 0.0118 1.2 0.076 0.214 0.075 0.213 -0.010 -0.014 -0.010 -0.013 
90 237.4 6537 49.05 75 0.0094 1.2 0.076 0.214 0.076 0.214 -0.010 -0.014 -0.010 -0.014 
90 215.8 4712 78.48 60 0.0118 1.5 0.059 0.167 0.059 0.165 -0.033 -0.047 -0.033 -0.047 
113 237.4 6537 49.05 75 0.0094 1.5 0.059 0.166 0.059 0.166 -0.034 -0.048 -0.033 -0.047 




??????? rx l/ ??????????? PIyE ss /3λ ? )/()( 3rss PIyE l ?
????? PM /λ ? rPM l/ ????? 6 - 1???????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????? rx l ???? rx l ??????????
?????????????????????????????
rx l ????????????? 
????? 6 - 2???????????? 4??? 5? rx l ?
??????????????????????????????




???????????? rx l ????????????????
? L?????????lr????????? rlL/ ? 
????????????????????????????
??????????????????? q??????????
?? a???????? ra l/ ?? 25??????????????
???????????????????????????
10L/ =rl ?????????????????? 6 - 2??????
????????????????????? ra l/ ???????
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? 6 - 2 ????????? 
P a q Es Is u lr ??? ABAQUS 





















9.81 4 245.25 196.2 1280 98.1 40 0.1 0.353 0.341 0.357 0.338
14.715 6 245.25 215.8 4713 78.48 60 0.1 0.353 0.341 0.357 0.339
19.62 8 245.25 237.4 8463 49.05 80 0.1 0.353 0.341 0.357 0.340
24.525 10 245.25 261.1 7513 19.62 100 0.1 0.353 0.341 0.355 0.340
29.43 12 245.25 287.3 7081 9.81 120 0.1 0.353 0.341 0.355 0.341
19.62 8 245.25 196.2 1280 98.1 40 0.2 0.353 0.329 0.357 0.327
29.43 12 245.25 215.8 4713 78.48 60 0.2 0.353 0.329 0.357 0.327
39.24 16 245.25 237.4 8463 49.05 80 0.2 0.353 0.329 0.356 0.328
49.05 20 245.25 261.1 7513 19.62 100 0.2 0.353 0.329 0.355 0.328
58.86 24 245.25 287.3 7081 9.81 120 0.2 0.353 0.329 0.354 0.329
29.43 12 245.25 196.2 1280 98.1 40 0.3 0.352 0.317 0.356 0.316
44.145 18 245.25 215.8 4713 78.48 60 0.3 0.352 0.317 0.356 0.316
58.86 24 245.25 237.4 8463 49.05 80 0.3 0.352 0.317 0.355 0.316
73.575 30 245.25 261.1 7513 19.62 100 0.3 0.352 0.317 0.354 0.317
88.29 36 245.25 287.3 7081 9.81 120 0.3 0.352 0.317 0.353 0.317
39.24 16 245.25 196.2 1280 98.1 40 0.4 0.351 0.306 0.355 0.304
58.86 24 245.25 215.8 4713 78.48 60 0.4 0.351 0.306 0.355 0.304
78.48 32 245.25 237.4 8463 49.05 80 0.4 0.351 0.306 0.354 0.305
98.1 40 245.25 261.1 7513 19.62 100 0.4 0.351 0.306 0.353 0.305
117.72 48 245.25 287.3 7081 9.81 120 0.4 0.351 0.306 0.352 0.305
49.05 20 245.25 196.2 1280 98.1 40 0.5 0.350 0.295 0.353 0.293
73.575 30 245.25 215.8 4713 78.48 60 0.5 0.350 0.295 0.353 0.293
98.1 40 245.25 237.4 8463 49.05 80 0.5 0.350 0.295 0.353 0.294
122.625 50 245.25 261.1 7513 19.62 100 0.5 0.350 0.295 0.352 0.294
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???? Is=3480?2900?2390?1940 cm4????? s=0.5m~0.68m




? 19???????????????????????? 6 - 3?
20???????????????????????? 6 - 4??

























































































































?c? ??????????        ?d? ?????????? 
? 6 - 3???????????????? 
? 6? ???????? 
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? 6 - 3 ????????????????s/ lr? 
P Es Is u S lr s/lr F/P δ*u*s/P 
kN GPa cm4 MPa M m - - - 
9.8 220.7 3480 81 0.50 0.56 0.900 0.321 0.160 
9.8 220.7 3480 39 0.60 0.67 0.900 0.320 0.160 
9.8 220.7 3480 55 0.55 0.61 0.900 0.320 0.160 
9.8 220.7 3480 28 0.65 0.72 0.900 0.320 0.160 
24.2 245.3 2901 114 0.50 0.50 1.000 0.357 0.178 
24.2 245.3 2901 78 0.55 0.55 1.000 0.356 0.178 
24.2 245.3 2901 55 0.60 0.60 1.000 0.355 0.178 
24.2 245.3 2901 40 0.65 0.65 1.000 0.355 0.177 
40.9 269.8 2391 151 0.50 0.45 1.100 0.392 0.196 
40.9 269.8 2391 53 0.65 0.59 1.100 0.390 0.195 
40.9 269.8 2391 103 0.55 0.50 1.100 0.391 0.196 
40.9 269.8 2391 73 0.60 0.55 1.100 0.390 0.195 
59.5 294.3 1944 190 0.50 0.42 1.200 0.427 0.213 
59.5 294.3 1944 66 0.65 0.54 1.200 0.425 0.212 
59.5 294.3 1944 92 0.60 0.50 1.200 0.425 0.213 
59.5 294.3 1944 130 0.55 0.46 1.200 0.426 0.213 
 
? 6 - 4 ???????????????s/lr? 
P Es Is u s lr s/lr M/Ps δ*u*s/P 
kN GPa cm4 MPa M m - - - 
9.8 220.7 3480 81 0.50 0.56 0.900 0.401 0.323 
9.8 220.7 3480 24 0.68 0.76 0.900 0.403 0.321 
9.8 220.7 3480 34 0.62 0.69 0.900 0.403 0.322 
9.8 220.7 3480 51 0.56 0.62 0.900 0.402 0.322 
24.2 245.3 2901 114 0.50 0.50 1.000 0.364 0.360 
24.2 245.3 2901 72 0.56 0.56 1.000 0.365 0.359 
24.2 245.3 2901 48 0.62 0.62 1.000 0.365 0.358 
24.2 245.3 2901 33 0.68 0.68 1.000 0.366 0.358 
40.9 269.8 2391 151 0.50 0.45 1.100 0.334 0.398 
40.9 269.8 2391 64 0.62 0.56 1.100 0.335 0.396 
40.9 269.8 2391 96 0.56 0.51 1.100 0.335 0.396 
40.9 269.8 2391 44 0.68 0.62 1.100 0.336 0.395 
59.5 294.3 1944 190 0.50 0.42 1.200 0.309 0.436 
59.5 294.3 1944 121 0.56 0.47 1.200 0.310 0.434 
59.5 294.3 1944 80 0.62 0.52 1.200 0.311 0.433 
59.5 294.3 1944 55 0.68 0.57 1.200 0.311 0.432 
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?? 6 - 3???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????? 10???????????, 1993????
?????? 19? 20???????????? 
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? 6 - 5 ????????????????L/ lr? 
L P Es Is u s  lr s/ l L/ lr F/P δ*u*s/P
M kN GPa cm4 MPa cm cm     
7.50 9.8 220.7 3480 81 50 56 0.9 13.5 0.161 0.321
9.00 9.8 220.7 3480 39 60 67 0.9 13.5 0.160 0.320
8.25 9.8 220.7 3480 55 55 61 0.9 13.5 0.160 0.320
9.75 9.8 220.7 3480 28 65 72 0.9 13.5 0.160 0.320
7.50 24.2 245.3 2901 114 50 50 1.0 15.0 0.178 0.357
8.25 24.2 245.3 2901 78 55 55 1.0 15.0 0.178 0.356
9.00 24.2 245.3 2901 55 60 60 1.0 15.0 0.178 0.355
9.75 24.2 245.3 2901 40 65 65 1.0 15.0 0.177 0.355
8.50 9.8 220.7 3480 81 50 56 0.9 15.3 0.161 0.321
10.20 9.8 220.7 3480 39 60 67 0.9 15.3 0.160 0.320
9.35 9.8 220.7 3480 55 55 61 0.9 15.3 0.160 0.320
11.05 9.8 220.7 3480 28 65 72 0.9 15.3 0.160 0.320
7.50 40.9 269.8 2391 151 50 45 1.1 16.5 0.196 0.392
9.75 40.9 269.8 2391 53 65 59 1.1 16.5 0.195 0.390
8.25 40.9 269.8 2391 103 55 50 1.1 16.5 0.196 0.391
9.00 40.9 269.8 2391 73 60 55 1.1 16.5 0.195 0.390
8.50 24.2 245.3 2901 114 50 50 1.0 17.0 0.178 0.357
9.35 24.2 245.3 2901 78 55 55 1.0 17.0 0.178 0.356
10.20 24.2 245.3 2901 55 60 60 1.0 17.0 0.178 0.355
11.05 24.2 245.3 2901 40 65 65 1.0 17.0 0.177 0.355
? 6? ???????? 
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? 6 - 6 ???????????? 
P Es Is u1 Ec Ic u2  lr  lrk  lk 理論解計算反應 ABAQUS分析反應 
























































196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 211000597 38.0 55.1 61.8 0.690 0.615 0.634 0.298 0.395 0.240 0.654 0.301 0.384 0.241 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 212000 408 40.0 58.0 65.0 0.690 0.615 0.634 0.298 0.395 0.240 0.652 0.300 0.384 0.242 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 195000 264 42.0 60.9 68.3 0.690 0.615 0.634 0.298 0.395 0.240 0.650 0.300 0.385 0.242 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 163000 153 44.0 63.8 71.5 0.690 0.615 0.634 0.298 0.395 0.240 0.649 0.300 0.385 0.242 
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 106000 67 46.0 66.7 74.8 0.690 0.615 0.634 0.298 0.395 0.240 0.648 0.300 0.386 0.241 
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 211000 443 38.0 55.1 66.5 0.690 0.571 0.712 0.377 0.403 0.275 0.732 0.381 0.391 0.276 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 212000 303 40.0 58.0 70.0 0.690 0.571 0.712 0.377 0.403 0.275 0.730 0.381 0.391 0.276 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 195000 196 42.0 60.9 73.5 0.690 0.571 0.712 0.377 0.403 0.275 0.729 0.381 0.392 0.276 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 163000 113 44.0 63.8 77.0 0.690 0.571 0.712 0.377 0.403 0.275 0.728 0.381 0.392 0.276 
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 106000 50 46.0 66.7 80.5 0.690 0.571 0.712 0.377 0.403 0.275 0.728 0.382 0.393 0.275 
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 211000 337 38.0 55.1 71.3 0.690 0.533 0.803 0.469 0.410 0.310 0.824 0.474 0.398 0.311 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 212000 230 40.0 58.0 75.0 0.690 0.533 0.803 0.469 0.410 0.310 0.822 0.474 0.399 0.311 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 195000 149 42.0 60.9 78.8 0.690 0.533 0.803 0.469 0.410 0.310 0.822 0.475 0.399 0.311 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 163000 86 44.0 63.8 82.5 0.690 0.533 0.803 0.469 0.410 0.310 0.822 0.476 0.400 0.310 
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 106000 38 46.0 66.7 86.3 0.690 0.533 0.803 0.469 0.410 0.310 0.823 0.478 0.400 0.311 
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 211000 260 38.0 55.1 76.0 0.690 0.500 0.907 0.575 0.418 0.346 0.930 0.582 0.406 0.346 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 212000 178 40.0 58.0 80.0 0.690 0.500 0.907 0.575 0.418 0.346 0.929 0.583 0.406 0.346 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 195000 115 42.0 60.9 84.0 0.690 0.500 0.907 0.575 0.418 0.346 0.930 0.584 0.407 0.346 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 163000 67 44.0 63.8 88.0 0.690 0.500 0.907 0.575 0.418 0.346 0.931 0.586 0.407 0.346 
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? 6 - 6 ????????????(?) 
P Es Is u1 Ec Ic u2  lr  lrk  lk ??????? ABAQUS???? 
























































196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 241000 683 38.0 57.0 61.8 0.667 0.615 0.599 0.261 0.390 0.242 0.619 0.264 0.379 0.244 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 243000 467 40.0 60.0 65.0 0.667 0.615 0.599 0.261 0.390 0.242 0.617 0.263 0.379 0.244 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 223000 302 42.0 63.0 68.3 0.667 0.615 0.599 0.261 0.390 0.242 0.615 0.263 0.380 0.244 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 186000 175 44.0 66.0 71.5 0.667 0.615 0.599 0.261 0.390 0.242 0.614 0.263 0.380 0.244 
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 122000 76 46.0 69.0 74.8 0.667 0.615 0.599 0.261 0.390 0.242 0.613 0.263 0.381 0.244 
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 241000 508 38.0 57.0 66.5 0.667 0.571 0.668 0.331 0.397 0.277 0.687 0.334 0.385 0.279 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 243000 347 40.0 60.0 70.0 0.667 0.571 0.668 0.331 0.397 0.277 0.686 0.334 0.386 0.279 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 223000 225 42.0 63.0 73.5 0.667 0.571 0.668 0.331 0.397 0.277 0.684 0.334 0.386 0.279 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 186000 130 44.0 66.0 77.0 0.667 0.571 0.668 0.331 0.397 0.277 0.683 0.334 0.387 0.278 
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 122000 57 46.0 69.0 80.5 0.667 0.571 0.668 0.331 0.397 0.277 0.683 0.334 0.387 0.278 
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 241000 385 38.0 57.0 71.3 0.667 0.533 0.747 0.412 0.403 0.313 0.768 0.416 0.392 0.314 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 243000 264 40.0 60.0 75.0 0.667 0.533 0.747 0.412 0.403 0.313 0.766 0.416 0.392 0.314 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 223000 170 42.0 63.0 78.8 0.667 0.533 0.747 0.412 0.403 0.313 0.765 0.416 0.393 0.314 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 186000 99 44.0 66.0 82.5 0.667 0.533 0.747 0.412 0.403 0.313 0.765 0.417 0.393 0.314 
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 122000 43 46.0 69.0 86.3 0.667 0.533 0.747 0.412 0.403 0.313 0.766 0.419 0.394 0.313 
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 241000 298 38.0 57.0 76.0 0.667 0.500 0.839 0.504 0.410 0.349 0.861 0.510 0.398 0.350 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 243000 204 40.0 60.0 80.0 0.667 0.500 0.839 0.504 0.410 0.349 0.860 0.511 0.399 0.350 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 223000 132 42.0 63.0 84.0 0.667 0.500 0.839 0.504 0.410 0.349 0.860 0.512 0.399 0.350 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 186000 76 44.0 66.0 88.0 0.667 0.500 0.839 0.504 0.410 0.349 0.861 0.514 0.400 0.350 
 
? 6? ???????? 
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? 6 - 6 ????????????(?) 
P Es Is u1 Ec Ic u2  lr  lrk  lk ??????? ABAQUS???? 
























































196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 275000 779 38.0 58.9 61.8 0.645 0.615 0.570 0.230 0.386 0.244 0.589 0.232 0.374 0.245 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 277000 533 40.0 62.0 65.0 0.645 0.615 0.570 0.230 0.386 0.244 0.587 0.232 0.375 0.246 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 254000 344 42.0 65.1 68.3 0.645 0.615 0.570 0.230 0.386 0.244 0.585 0.231 0.376 0.246 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 212000 199 44.0 68.2 71.5 0.645 0.615 0.570 0.230 0.386 0.244 0.584 0.231 0.376 0.246 
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 139000 87 46.0 71.3 74.8 0.645 0.615 0.570 0.230 0.386 0.244 0.583 0.231 0.377 0.245 
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 275000 579 38.0 58.9 66.5 0.645 0.571 0.630 0.291 0.392 0.280 0.649 0.294 0.380 0.281 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 277000 396 40.0 62.0 70.0 0.645 0.571 0.630 0.291 0.392 0.280 0.648 0.294 0.381 0.281 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 254000 256 42.0 65.1 73.5 0.645 0.571 0.630 0.291 0.392 0.280 0.646 0.294 0.381 0.281 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 212000 148 44.0 68.2 77.0 0.645 0.571 0.630 0.291 0.392 0.280 0.645 0.294 0.382 0.280 
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 139000 65 46.0 71.3 80.5 0.645 0.571 0.630 0.291 0.392 0.280 0.645 0.294 0.382 0.280 
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 275000 439 38.0 58.9 71.3 0.645 0.533 0.700 0.362 0.398 0.316 0.720 0.366 0.386 0.317 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 277000 301 40.0 62.0 75.0 0.645 0.533 0.700 0.362 0.398 0.316 0.719 0.366 0.386 0.317 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 254000 194 42.0 65.1 78.8 0.645 0.533 0.700 0.362 0.398 0.316 0.718 0.366 0.387 0.316 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 212000 112 44.0 68.2 82.5 0.645 0.533 0.700 0.362 0.398 0.316 0.717 0.367 0.387 0.316 
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 139000 49 46.0 71.3 86.3 0.645 0.533 0.700 0.362 0.398 0.316 0.717 0.368 0.388 0.316 
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 275000 339 38.0 58.9 76.0 0.645 0.500 0.781 0.444 0.404 0.353 0.802 0.449 0.392 0.353 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 277000 232 40.0 62.0 80.0 0.645 0.500 0.781 0.444 0.404 0.353 0.801 0.450 0.392 0.353 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 254000 150 42.0 65.1 84.0 0.645 0.500 0.781 0.444 0.404 0.353 0.801 0.451 0.393 0.353 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 212000 87 44.0 68.2 88.0 0.645 0.500 0.781 0.444 0.404 0.353 0.802 0.452 0.393 0.353 
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? 6 - 6 ????????????(?) 
P Es Is u1 Ec Ic u2  lr  lrk  lk ??????? ABAQUS???? 
























































196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 312000 884 38.0 60.8 61.8 0.625 0.615 0.544 0.203 0.382 0.246 0.563 0.205 0.371 0.247 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 315000 605 40.0 64.0 65.0 0.625 0.615 0.544 0.203 0.382 0.246 0.561 0.205 0.371 0.247 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 288000 391 42.0 67.2 68.3 0.625 0.615 0.544 0.203 0.382 0.246 0.560 0.204 0.372 0.247 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 241000 226 44.0 70.4 71.5 0.625 0.615 0.544 0.203 0.382 0.246 0.558 0.204 0.372 0.247 
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 157000 99 46.0 73.6 74.8 0.625 0.615 0.544 0.203 0.382 0.246 0.558 0.204 0.373 0.247 
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 312000 657 38.0 60.8 66.5 0.625 0.571 0.598 0.257 0.387 0.282 0.617 0.260 0.376 0.283 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 315000 450 40.0 64.0 70.0 0.625 0.571 0.598 0.257 0.387 0.282 0.615 0.259 0.376 0.283 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 288000 291 42.0 67.2 73.5 0.625 0.571 0.598 0.257 0.387 0.282 0.614 0.259 0.377 0.283 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 241000 168 44.0 70.4 77.0 0.625 0.571 0.598 0.257 0.387 0.282 0.613 0.259 0.377 0.282 
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 157000 74 46.0 73.6 80.5 0.625 0.571 0.598 0.257 0.387 0.282 0.612 0.260 0.378 0.282 
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 312000 499 38.0 60.8 71.3 0.625 0.533 0.660 0.320 0.393 0.318 0.679 0.324 0.381 0.319 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 315000 341 40.0 64.0 75.0 0.625 0.533 0.660 0.320 0.393 0.318 0.678 0.323 0.381 0.319 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 288000 221 42.067.278.80.6250.533 0.660.320.3930.3180.6770.3240.3820.319 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 241000 128 44.07 .482.50.6250.533 0.660.320.3930.3180.6760.3240.3820.318 
9.81 235 2000 105 19.6 157000 56 46.073.68 .30.6250.533 0.660.320.3930.3180.6770.3250.3830.318 
196.2 196 10000 941 41.2 312000 385 38.06 .876.00.6250.500 .7310.3920.3980.3550.7520.3970.3860.356 
147.2 206 8000 644 34.3 315000 264 40.064.08 .00.6250.500 .7310.3920.3980.3550.7510.3970.3870.355 
98.1 216 6000 416 29.4 288000 170 42.067.284.00.6250.500 .7310.3920.3980.3550.750.3980.3870.355 
49.05 226 4000 241 24.5 241000 99 44.07 .488.00.6250.500 .7310.3920.3980.3550.7510.400.3880.355 
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? 6 - 6?????????? 
 






???? 6 - 7???????????? 
F2
P
F1 F1 F2 q2 q1 q1 q2
 
 Model I Model II Model III 
? 6 - 7??????????? 
????????????????????????????
??????????? 6 - 7??Model I??????????
???????? P?????????????????????








?????????????????????? 6 - 7???
??????????????????????????????
?????????? 6 - 8????????? 6 - 9?????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????































? 6 - 8????????????? 
Model1.Def
































? 6 - 9????????????? 





???? 6 - 1???????????????????????




qi?????????????????? q0 ~ qi?????????
?? 6 - 10????????? qi??????????????
???? P ????????? P ????????? q0????














? 6 - 10??????????? 
? 6? ???????? 
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????????? 6 - 10????????????????




??????????????????????????? 4 - 1

























































































? 6 - 11??????????? 
?????? allx MM / ? xM ??????? x????????
?????????? allM ??????????????????




? 6? ???????? 
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?????? rx l/ ???? allx MM / ???? allx δδ / ????????





???????????????????????? 6 - 12??? 












? 6 - 12? P???????????????? Fi????
??????????????????? P??????????
??? F0???????????? Fi?????????????
????????????????????????? rrk ll / ?
rk ll / ???????????????? rs l/ ?????????













==  （6 - 2） 
? 6? ???????? 
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???? rrk ll / =1.25, 2.00, 3.00, 3.75, 4.50? rk ll / =0.59, 2.08, 
3.57, 5.05, 6.54, 8.03?? rs l/ =0.31~9.96?? 2430????????
??????????????????????????????



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































? 6 - 13??????????????? 
? 6? ???????? 
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[ ]
 39.9.310  ,  03.8.590 ,  50.4.251:Limits
0.0063SEE   , 0.9995R  ,   4302N:Statistics
)1log(),1log(,,,x5x4,x3,x2,x1,=X
0.4441x5-0.8708x40.0470x3- 0.0016x2- 0.2056x1- =A
0.0098x50.9987x40.0497x3- 0.0001x20.0034x1=A


















































  （6 - 3） 
????????????????????????????
????????????????????? 6 - 4??? 
r
F
sR l0.3841  0.02250 +=  （6 - 4） 
6-4-1-2 ???????????? 
???? rrk ll / =1.45, 1.50, 1.55, 1.60? rk ll / =1.625, 1.750, 1.875, 
2.00?? rs l/ =0.52, 0.65, 0.78 , 0.91, 1.04, 1.17, 1.30, 1.43, 1.57?? 144
???????????????????? F0 ????????
? Fi????????????????????????????
? Fi????? F0??????? x ?????????????
??????????? rrk ll / ? rk ll / ? rs l/ ???????? rx l/ ? 
????????? Fi/P?Fi/ F0?????? 6 - 14????
????????? rrk ll / ? rk ll / ? rs l/ ?? Fi/ F0???????
?? Fi/ F0?????? rx l/ ???? RFi=Fi/ F0?????????
??????????? 6 - 5??? 























































































? 6 - 14?????????? 
? 6? ???????? 
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 0.5:Limits
0.0045SEE   , 0.9999R  ,   448N:Statistics
=X


























???????????????? F0 (Da=0)???????? Da?





?? raD l/ ?????????????????????????
???????? raD l/ ?????????????????? 468
????????????? RDa?????? raD l/ ?????? 6 
- 15????????????????????? 6-6? 



























































? 6 - 15???????????? 
0.60:Limits




















 （6 - 6） 





RRRPF   
0
×××=  （6 - 7） 
? 6? ???????? 
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6-4-2 ???????? 












? 6 - 16???????? 
??????, 1996???????????????????
?Westergaard?????????????????????? 6 - 
8????? wσ ????Westergaard?????????????? 
RG???? 6 - 17?????????????RLW???????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? 
? 6? ???????? 
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? 6 - 17???????????? 




























P:??, [F]?  
a:??????, [L]? 













? 6? ???????? 
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??????????????????????????????





RD0 ???????????? D0 ????????????
??????????????????????????????










σσ  （6 - 9） 
??? sumσ ???????????????, [FL-2]? wiσ ???

















Westergaard ????????????????????? wσ ?
???????????? FEMσ ??????????? RLW???
?????????? RLW ??????? lll /,/,/ aWL ?????
??????????????????????????????
???? lll /,/,/ aWL ????????? RLW ?????????
?????????????????????????? RLW ?

























  ,3.005.0  ,72:Limits
0.0121SEE   , 0.968R  ,   144N:Statistics
,,x3x2,x1,=X
 x30.95172  + x20.02100-  x10.30625- =A3
 x30.90616 +  x20.42293-  x1-0.00271=A2
 x30.60844-  x20.42503  + x1-0.67019=A1
-1.0A3   if     )9.53635(A3    +3)19.22734(A  +8.62686  
0.1A3   if    )0.95723(A3    +)0.17921(A3  + 1.85756- 
6.1A2   if   )7.50782(A2-   2)22.42728(A- 15.77484-  
6.1A2  if      )1.42864(A2  + 3.44232    
)1.28607(A1 +0.27351=








 （6 - 10） 
?????? 6 - 10???????????????????
?????????? l/L ???????? l/W ????????
? 6? ???????? 
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? 6 - 16????????????????????????
??????????? t??????????????????
















? l/a ??????????????? l/t ? l/a ??????? Rt
? 6? ???????? 
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??????????????????????????????
??? Rt??????? 6 - 11?Lee, 1997???? 
[ ]
40   ,   4.005.0:Limits
0.0117SEE   , 0.991R  ,  98N:Statistics
,,,x4x3,x2,x1,=X
0.00027x4+ 0.23496x3 +0.97142x2- 0.03365x1- =A2
0.04424x4- 0.10787x3 +0.89947x2  +0.42114x1- 1
2.0(A2)   if    )179.776(A2- 34.892(A2)-15.860(A2) + 2.596  
2.0(A2)   if    )172.818(A2-)166.057(A2-36.693(A2)- 2.637- 
  -2>(A1)   if   0.657(A1) + 2.971(A1)   +4.691(A1)+  2.041  










































 （6 - 11） 
???? 6 - 11?????????????????????
?????????????? l/t ?????? l/a ???? 6 - 11
??????????????? 
6-4-2-3 ???????? 







? 6? ???????? 
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? 6 - 18??????????? 
????????????????????????????
????????????: 
a/l : 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 
D0/l : 0.00, 0.35, 0.71, 1.06, 1.42, 1.77, 2.13, 2.48, 2.84, 3.19,  
3.54, 3.90, 4.25, 4.61, 4.96, 5.32 
???????????????????????????
???L/l? W/l?? 13??????????????????
?????a/l  ?D0/l? RD0???????????? 6 - 19???
??????????????? RD0???????? 6 - 12???
???????? 6 - 20? 
D0??????




0.03SEE   , 0.988R  ,  87N:Statistics
,,x3x2,x1,=X
0.00237x3 +0.99368x2 0.11226x1  =A2
0.00417x3 -  0.66168x2 +0.74978x1- 1
66.748(A2) (A2) 195.82  -(A2) 196.14 (A2) 76.252- 8.8856

























































? 6 - 19a/l?D0/l? RD0????????? 










**** *** *** *** ** ** ** ** * * * *
xol
R




































































* * ** * ** * ** * * * * * * * * *
xoa
R

































*** *** ** ********
*******

































































































? 6 - 20RD0???????????????? 
6-4-3 ?????? 
??????????????????????????









l ,,, ? 
2. ???? P??? 6 - 3???? RFo???????? F0? 
3. ??? 6 - 5??? 6 - 6?????????? 6 - 7????
P????????????? Fi? 
4. ???? 6 - 8 Westergaard???????????????
????? Fi??????? wiσ ? 
5. ??? 6 - 12?????????????? RD0? 
6. ??? 6 - 9????????????????? 
7. ??? 6?????????? 6 - 10??????? RLW
? 6? ???????? 
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??????? 





































? 6 - 21???????????? 

















??σ??? MT???? 6 - 13???Tabatabai?1977?? Salsilli
?1991???????????????????????????
???????????????? 6 - 14???????????
6 - 15???????????????????????? heff??







=  （6 - 13） 




















































σ ' σ ' 
σ ' 
 
 ?a?????? ?b????????? ?c??????? 
? 6 - 22??????????????? 
Lee?1997????????????????????????













 （6 - 16） 
[ ]
2)(1   ,  4.005.0:Limits




1.2A2  if    4.877(A2)  + 8.367(A2)-  1.619 
   1.2A2  if   5.986(A2)  +20.351(A2)- 14.535
 -1.4A1   if  )4.10244(A1 + 5.72684 
 -1.4A1    if     2.4036(A1) +3.31765 















































?Equivalent Moment of Inertia???????????????? 6 - 



































































?????????????? 6 - 23???h1??????E1??
??????h2??????E2????????????????
?????????? x??????? 6 - 19?????????
α? β????????????????? 2/hx 2−=α ? 











=  （6 - 19） 


















?a? ?????  ?b??????    ?c? ????? 
? 6 - 23?????????? 
Lee??????????????????????????
???????? 6 - 24?????????????????? 6 
- 24?a???????????????????????????




2f2 h12hh α+= ??????? 6 - 20????????????
??????????????????????????????












































?a? ????????????        ?b?????? 
? 6 - 24?????????????? 














































1             
 （6 - 22） 
????????????????ILLICON?????? 6 - 
24?b?????????????????????? 6 - 23???
















 （6 - 23） 
6-5-2 ??????? 
??????????????????????? h1?E1?h2?




??????????????????? Lee ? PPR ???
????????????? 6 - 16?? ILLICON????????
????????? 6 - 18????????????? 6 - 25?
ILLISLAB?????????????????????????




?????????????? 55 ??????? ILLISLAB
???????????????????????????h1f ?
h2f ????????????? 6 - 21 ???????????
?heff/h1f?2?????????????????????????
? ILLISLAB????????? 6 - 26 ?a??????????
????????? 2?x-h2?/ heff ??????????????
? 6 - 26 ?b??????????? 
???? ILLISLAB??????? 6 - 22?????????
??????????? 6 - 27 ?a??????????????
??????????????????????????? 6 - 23







? 6? ???????? 
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ILLISLAB 









?a? ?? 6 - 16????? 
ILLISLAB 
Stress of Unbonded Layer














?b? ?? 6 - 18????? 








? 6? ???????? 
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ILLISLAB 
Stress of Bonded Layer









?a? ? PPR??????????? 
ILLISLAB 
Stress of Bonded Layer


















? 6? ???????? 
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ILLISLAB 
Stress of Bonded Layer









?a? ?? 6 - 22????? 
ILLISLAB 
Stress of Bonded Layer
























????????????????????????? 6 - 7??? 









????? 6 - 7????? Rk?k??????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????? 1.00 ~ 1.248???????
??????????????? 36 ?????????????
?????????????????????????? 6 - 16?
??????????????????? 6 - 7?? R unbond???






? 6? ???????? 
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? 6 - 7???????????? 
???? P （kN）a （cm）h1 （cm） E1 （GPa）h2 （cm）E2 （GPa）k* （MN/m3）k （MN/m3） Rk Runbond
A1.60 164.7 36.20 14.5 26.2 0.0 0.000 40.5 40.5 1.000 1.000
B2.66L 89.0 28.19 14.0 26.2 0.0 0.000 20.3 20.3 1.000 1.000
B1.66L 164.7 36.20 14.0 26.2 0.0 0.000 20.3 20.3 1.000 1.000
C2.66S 89.0 28.19 14.0 26.2 15.2 0.041 18.9 18.9 1.000 0.998
C1.66S 164.7 36.20 14.0 26.2 15.2 0.041 18.9 18.9 1.000 0.998
D1.66 164.7 36.20 14.0 26.2 15.2 0.069 20.3 16.2 1.069 0.997
E2.66M 89.0 28.19 14.6 26.2 15.2 0.124 28.1 19.2 1.100 0.996
E1.66M 164.7 36.20 14.6 26.2 15.2 0.124 28.1 19.2 1.128 0.996
F1.80 164.7 36.20 19.7 26.2 0.0 0.000 14.1 14.0 1.000 1.000
K2.100 267.0* 46.46 24.0 26.2 0.0 0.000 24.3 24.3 1.000 1.000
N1.86 164.7 36.20 20.3 26.2 15.2 0.069 20.3 16.2 1.045 0.999
N2.86 267.0 46.46 20.3 26.2 15.2 0.069 20.3 16.2 1.053 0.999
O1.106 164.7 36.20 24.0 26.2 15.2 0.069 20.3 16.2 1.040 0.999
O2.106 267.0 46.46 24.0 26.2 15.2 0.069 20.3 16.2 1.045 0.999
P1.812 164.7 36.20 19.3 26.2 30.5 0.103 25.7 11.6 1.179 0.987
P2.812 267.0 46.46 19.3 26.2 30.5 0.103 25.7 11.6 1.210 0.988
Q1.102 164.7 36.20 24.0 26.2 30.5 0.103 29.5 13.5 1.153 0.993
Q2.102 267.0 46.46 24.0 26.2 30.5 0.103 29.5 13.5 1.176 0.994
U1.60 164.7 36.20 14.8 26.2 0.0 0.000 55.9 55.9 1.000 1.000
E-6 667.5 54.74 51.5 27.6 0.0 0.000 26.2 26.2 1.000 1.000
M-1 667.5 47.09 30.5 28.4 0.0 0.000 14.9 14.9 1.000 1.000
M-2 667.5 47.09 38.1 28.4 0.0 0.000 14.9 14.9 1.000 1.000
- 267.0 36.93 15.2 27.6 0.0 0.000 16.8 16.7 1.000 1.000
59 445.0 27.71 40.6 29.6 0.0 0.000 12.7 12.7 1.000 1.000
60 445.0 27.71 30.5 29.6 0.0 0.000 90.5 90.5 1.000 1.000
61 445.0 27.71 35.6 29.6 0.0 0.000 81.1 81.0 1.000 1.000
62 445.0 27.71 40.6 29.6 0.0 0.000 97.3 97.2 1.000 1.000
72 1446.3 49.96 71.1 28.9 0.0 0.000 18.9 18.9 1.000 1.000
73 1446.3 49.96 61.0 28.9 0.0 0.000 18.9 18.9 1.000 1.000
1-C5 1602.0 83.79 25.4 41.3 0.0 0.000 16.2 13.5 1.042 1.000
2-DT 738.7 41.22 30.5 41.3 0.0 0.000 18.9 18.9 1.000 1.000
3-DT 738.7 41.22 35.6 41.3 0.0 0.000 20.0 20.0 1.000 1.000
2-C5 1602.0 83.79 27.9 41.3 0.0 0.000 27.0 27.0 1.000 1.000
4-DT 738.7 41.22 25.4 41.3 15.2 1.723 63.5 22.2 1.248 0.992
3-200 890.0 46.84 38.1 41.3 15.2 1.378 27.6 22.2 1.055 0.998
4-200 890.0 46.84 38.1 41.3 15.2 1.378 33.8 22.2 1.111 0.998







0.00137x10  +0.07517x9-            
0.00419x8+0.00207x7+0.47149x6- 0.26187x5+           
0.00818x4- 0.00230x3- 0.16949x2- 0.82137x1- =A2
0.00234x10- 0.12549x9+         
0.00531x8+0.00243x7-0.03767x6 +0.23136x5-        
0.00332x4-0.00552x3  +0.02263x2- 0.96370x1 =A1 
-8A3  if   0.079(A3) +1.305(A3)+4.385 
8A3   if     0.030(A3)- 1.164-
-3.5A2  if   0.194(A2) +1.285(A2) + 1.536 
5.3A2    if    0.079(A2) + 0.149-
15A1   if     0.079(A1)  +0.149-
15A1  if  0.011(A1)-    (A1) 0.412  +2.480-
=














































 (6 - 25) 








































0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
t  







??????????????? (Dynamic Magnification 
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??????????????????????????????
?????????? (Natural Frequency)???? (Damping 
Ratio)???????????????????? 
????? ABAQUS??????????????????
??? 0.05?????????????? 0.005????? 0.0?





























































? 6 - 31 ???????????????????? 



























? 7? ????????? 
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?? ???? ???? 
Bent Rail1 ???? 
Bent Rail (Surface Bent) ????(????) 
Chip/Dent In Head ????/?? 
Chip/Dent In Head > 0.6 cm ????/??>0.6?? 
Corrugation ???? 
Engine Burn ???? 
Engine Burn > 0.6 cm ????>0.6?? 
Flaking ???? 
Head Checks (Surface Cracks) ????(????) 
Mill Defects ???? 
Overflow ?????? 
Overflow <= 0.4 cm ??????<=0.4??
Overflow > 0.4 cm & <= 0.6 cm 
??????>0.4???
<=0.6?? 
Overflow > 0.6 cm & <= 0.8 cm 
??????>0.6???
<=0.8?? 
Overflow > 0.8 cm & <= 1.0 cm 
??????>0.8???
<=1.0?? 
Overflow > 1.0 cm ??????>1.0?? 
R1 L(??) 
Rail Damage > 0.4 cm & <= 0.6 cm 
????>0.4???<=0.6
?? 
Rail Damage > 0.6 cm & <= 1.0 cm 
????>0.6???<=1.0
?? 
Rail Damage > 1.0 cm ????>1.0?? 
Rail Length (Improper) ????(???) 
Rail Length < 4 m ????<4?? 
Shelling ???? 
Slivers ???? 
Surface Spalls ???? 
Wear (Side) <= 1.2 cm (> 41 kg rail)
??(??)<=1.2??(?
???>41??) 
Wear (Side) <= 1.0 cm (any rail wt) 
??(??)<=1.0??(?
?????) 
Wear (Side) Small ??(??)??? 
R1 L(??) 
Wear (Vert) <= 1.2 cm (> 54 kg rail)
??(??) <=1.2??(?
???>54??) 
? 7? ????????? 
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?? ???? ???? 




Wear (Vert) Small ??(??)??? 
Bolt Hole Crack <= 1.2 cm ?????<=1.2?? 
Broken Base > 7.6 cm & <= 15.2 cm
????>7.6???
<=15.2?? 





Broken Base <= 3.8 cm ????<=3.8?? 
Corroded Base ???? 
Corroded Base > 0.6 cm ????>0.6?? 
Crushed Head ???? 
End Batter ???? 
End Batter <= 0.6 cm ????<=0.6?? 
End Batter => 1.0 cm & < 1.2 cm 
????=>1.0???<1.2
?? 
End Batter > 0.6 cm & <1.0 cm 
????>0.6???<1.0
?? 
End Batter > 1.2 cm ????>1.2?? 
Fissure (Trans Or Comp) <= 20% 
??(?????)<=20%
?? 
Fracture (Detail) <= 20% ??(??)<=20%?? 
Fracture (Engine Burn) <= 20% 
??(????)<=40%?
? 
Fracture Repaired With Joint Bar ??????? 
Head/Web Separation <= 1.2 cm ?????<=1.2?? 
Piped Rail <= 1.2 cm ????<=1.2?? 
Running Surface Damage > 0.6 cm ????>0.6?? 




Split Head (Horizontal) > 2.5 cm & 
<= 5.0 cm 
????(??)>2.5?
??<=5.0?? 
Split Head (Vertical) <= 2.5 cm 
????(??)<=2.5?
? R1 M(??) 




? 7? ????????? 
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?? ???? ???? 
Split Web  <= 1.2 cm ????<=1.2?? 
Torch Cut End ???? 
Wear (Side) ??(??) 
Wear (Side) > 1.2 cm & <= 1.6 cm 




Wear (Side) > 1.2 cm & <= 1.6 cm 




Wear (Side) > 1.2 cm (< 41 kg rail) 
??(??)>1.2??(??
??<41??) 
Wear (Side) > 1.2 cm (41 kg rail) 
??(??) >1.2??(?
??? 41??) 
Wear (Side) > 1.9 cm (> 54 kg rail) 
??(??) >1.9??(?
???>54??) 
Wear (Side) > 1.0 cm & <= 1.2 cm 




Wear (Side) > 1.0 cm & <=1.2 cm (< 




Wear (Side) > 1.6 cm & <= 1.9 cm 




Wear (Side) > 1.6 cm (> 41 kg & <= 




Wear (Side) Large ??(??)??? 
  
Wear (Side) Medium ??(??)???? 
Wear (Side) Very Large ??(??)????? 
Wear (Vert) ??(??) 




Wear (Vert) > 1.2 cm (>= 41 kg & 




? 7? ????????? 
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?? ???? ???? 
Wear (Vert) > 1.0 cm & <= 1.2 cm 




Wear (Vert) > 1.0 cm (< 41 kg rail) 
??(??) >1.0??(?
???<41??) 
Wear (Vert) Large ??(??)??? 
 
Wear (Vert) Medium ??(??)???? 
















Fissure (Transverse) <= 40% ??(??)<=40%?? 
Fracture (Detail) <= 40% ??(??)<=40%?? 













Piped Rail > 1.2 cm & <= 3.8 cm 
????>1.2???<=3.8
?? 
Piped Rail > 3.8 cm & <= 7.6 cm 
????>3.8???<=7.6
?? 
Split Head (Horizontal) > 5.0 cm & 
<= 10.2  cm 
????(??)>5.0?
??<=10.2 ?? 
Split Head (Vertical) > 5.0 cm & <= 
10.2  cm 
????(??)>5.0?
??<=10.2 ?? 
Split Web > 1.2 cm & <= 3.8 cm 
????>1.2???<=3.8
?? 
Split Web > 3.8 cm & <= 7.6 cm 
????>3.8???<=7.6
?? 
Torch Cut Hole ????? 
R1 H(??) 
Weld Defect < 10% ????<10%?? 
? 7? ????????? 
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?? ???? ???? 
Weld Defect > 20% & <= 40% 
????>20%?<=40%?
? 




Weld Defect >= 10% & <= 20% 
????>=10%?<=20%
?? 
Bolt Hole Crack ????? 
Bolt Hole Crack > 3.8 cm ?????>3.8?? 
Bolt Hole Crack With Head Breakout
??????????
??? 










Break At A Tie W/Emergency Joint 
Bar 
???????? 
Break Between Ties W/Emer Joint 
Bar 
???????? 
Broken Base ???? 
Broken Base > 30.4 cm ????>30.4?? 
Fissure (Compound) ???? 








Fissure (Transverse) > 40% ??(??)>40%?? 
Fracture (Detail) = 100% ??(??)=100%?? 
Fracture (Detail) > 20% & < 100% 
??(??)>20%?<100%
?? 
Fracture (Detail) > 40% ??(??)>40%?? 
Fracture (Engine Burn) = 100% 
??(????)=100%?
? 










Head/Web Separation ????? 
? 7? ????????? 
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?? ???? ???? 
Head/Web Separation > 7.6 cm ?????>7.6??   
Head/Web Separation With Head 
Breakout 
?????????? 
Piped Rail ???? 
Piped Rail > 7.6 cm ????>7.6?? 
Piped Rail With Head Breakout ????????? 
Split Head (Horizontal) ????(??) 
Split Head (Horizontal) > 10.2  cm
????(??)>10.2 ?
? 




Split Head (Vertical) ????(??) 
Split Head (Vertical) > 10.2  cm 
????(??)>10.2 ?
? 




Split Web ???? 
Split Web > 7.6 cm ????>7.6?? 
Split Web With Head Breakout ????????? 




Weld Defect = 100% ????=100%?? 
 
 
Bars, Corroded, Single ??????? 
Bars, Cracked (Not Center), Single 
???????(???
?) R2 L1(??) 
Bars, Improper Size/Type, Single 
???????/???
? 
Bars, Improperly Installed, Single ??????? 
Bars, Torch Cut/Altered, Single ???????/?? 
Bolts, Bent, 1 Bolt ???? 1??? 








Bolts, Loose, 1 Bolt ???? 1??? 
? 7? ????????? 
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Compromise Bars, Corroded, Single ????????? 








Insulated Bars, Corroded, Single ???????? 
Insulated Bars, Imp Installed, Single ???????? 




Insulation, Damaged/Missing ?????/?? 




Rail Bond, Broken ????? 
Rail Bond, Damaged ????? 
Rail Bond, Missing ????? 
Rail Joint, Frozen ?????? 
L1(??) 
Shim, Present in Rail Joint ???????? 
Bars, Broken (Not Center), Both 
?????(????)?
?? 
Bars, Corroded, Both ??????? 
Bars, Cracked (Not Center), Both 
???????(???
?) 
Bars, Improper Size/Type, Both 
???????/???
? 
Bars, Improperly Installed, Both ????????? 
Bars, Torch Cut/Altered, Both ?????/????? 
Bolts, Bent, 2 Bolts ???? 2??? 




Bolts, Improper Size/Type, 2 Bolts 
????/???? 2?
?? 
Bolts, Loose, 2 Bolts ???? 2??? 
R2 
L2(??) 




? 7? ????????? 
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Compromise Bars, Corroded, Both ????????? 




Insulated Bars, Corroded, Both ???????? 
Insulated Bars, Imp Installed, Both ???????? 
L2(??) 
Insulated Bars, Imp Size/Type, Both
?????/??????
? 
Bolts, Bent, 3 Bolts ???? 3??? 








Bolts, Loose, 3 Bolts ???? 3??? 
Bolts, Bent, 4 Bolts ???? 4??? 
Bolts, Bent, 5 Bolts ???? 5??? 
Bolts, Improper Size/Type, 4 Bolts 
????/???? 4?
?? 
Bolts, Improper Size/Type, 5 Bolts 
????/???? 5?
?? 
Bolts, Improper Size/Type, 6 Bolts 
????/???? 6?
?? 
Bolts, Loose, 4 Bolts ???? 4??? 
L4(??) 
Bolts, Loose, 5 Bolts ???? 5??? 
R2 
M1(??) Bolts, Loose, All (4 Bolts) 
???????(4??
?) 
Bars, Broken (Not Center), Single 
???????(???
?) 
Bars, Cracked (Center), Single ???????(???)
Bars, Missing, Single ??????? 
Bolts, Only One Bolt Per Rail End ?????? 1??? 









? 7? ????????? 
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Bolts, Bent, 6 Bolts ???? 6??? 




Compromise Bars, Missing, Single ????????? 
Insulated Bars, Missing, Single ???????? 








Bars, Broken (Center), Single 
?????(???)??
? 












Bolts, Loose, All (5 Bolts) 
???????(5??
?) 












Rail Joint Gap > 3.2 cm & <= 5.0 cm
????>3.2???<=5.0
?? 
Bars, Cracked (Center), Both ???????(???)



















Bars, Missing, Both ??????? 
? 7? ????????? 
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Bolts, Missing Or Broken, All on 
Rail End (2 Bolts) 
??????????
????(2???) 
Bolts, Missing Or Broken, All on 
Rail End (3 Bolts) 
??????????
????(3???) 




Compromise Bars, Missing, Both ????????? 




Insulated Bars, Missing, Both ???????? 
  
Rail End Mismatch (Gage) > 0.6 cm
???????(?
?)>0.6?? 
Rail End Mismatch (Tread) > 0.6 cm
???????(?
?)>0.6?? 
Rail Joint Gap (Excessive) ????(??) R2 
VH(???
?) 
Rail Joint Gap > 5.0 cm ????>5.0?? 
 
Hold Down Device, Improper 
Position 
???????? 





Spike, Improper Position ???? 
Hold Down Device, Broken ???????? 
Hold Down Device, Corroded ???????? 
Hold Down Device, Cracked/Bent ????????/?? 
Hold Down Device, Loose ???????? 
Hold Down Device, Missing ???????? 
Spike, Broken ???? 
Spike, Corroded ???? 
Spike, Cracked/Bent ????/?? 
Spike, Loose ???? 
R3 
M(??) 
Spike, Missing ???? 
R4 N/A(???) Tie Plate, Broken, DS ????????? 
Tie Plate, Broken, SS ????????? 
Tie Plate, Corroded, DS ????????? 
Tie Plate, Corroded, SS ????????? 
R4 N/A(???) 
Tie Plate, Cracked/Bent, DS ??????/?????
? 7? ????????? 
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Tie Plate, Cracked/Bent, SS ??????/?????
Tie Plate, Improper Position, DS ????????? 
Tie Plate, Improper Position, SS ????????? 
Tie Plate, Improper Size/Type, DS 
??????/???
???? 
Tie Plate, Improper Size/Type, SS 
??????/???
???? 
Tie Plate, Loose, DS ????????? 
Tie Plate, Loose, SS ????????? 
Tie Plate, Missing, DS ????????? 
Tie Plate, Missing, SS ????????? 




Tie Plates, Only < 8 of 10 Ties, SS 
10?????????
?<8??? 
Gauge Rod, Broken ????? 
R5 N/A(???) 
Gauge Rod, Corroded ????? 
Gauge Rod, Cracked/Bent ?????/?? 
Gauge Rod, Improper Position ????? 
Gauge Rod, Improper Size/Type ?????/???? R5 
N/A(???) 
Gauge Rod, Loose ????? 
Rail Anchor, Corroded ????? 
Rail Anchor, Improper Position ????? 
Rail Anchor, Loose ????? R6 
N/A(???) 










? 7? ????????? 
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?? ???? ???? 
L(??) Single Defective Tie ?????? 
M(??) Single Defective Joint Tie ???????? T1 
H(??) All Joint Ties Defective (1 Tie) ??????(????)















































































Defective Joint Tie Cluster (3 Ties, 1 
Jt. tie in center) 
??????(???
??????????) 
? 7? ????????? 
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?? ???? ???? 















Defective Joint Tie Cluster (4 Ties, 1 




Defective Joint Tie Cluster (4 Ties, 2 











Defective Joint Tie Cluster (5 Ties, 1 
Jt. tie in center) 
??????(???
??????????) 








Defective Joint Tie Cluster (5 Ties, 1 






??) Defective Joint Tie Cluster (5 Ties, 2 
Jt. ties on end) 
??????(???
???????????)
L(??) Single Missing Tie ?????? 
M(??) 2 Consecutive Missing Tie Cluster ???????? T6 
H(??) 3 Consecutive Missing Tie Cluster ???????? 
1 All Joint Ties Missing (1 Tie) ??????(????)
T7 
2 All Joint Ties Missing (2 Ties) ??????(????)




Improperly Positioned Ties (Skewed, 
Etc.) 
????(???) L(??) 
Wide Spaced Ties ?????? 




















?? ???? ???? 
B1 N/A(???) Dirty (Fouled) Ballast ???? 
L(??) Veg Growing In Ballast/Roadway ??/??????? 
M(??) Veg Interferes With Track Inspection ?????????? 




?) Veg Prevents Train Movements ?????????? 
<=0.5 
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?? ???? ???? 
<=2.5 






















Settlement of Ballast and/or 






Settlement of Ballast and/or 







Settlement of Ballast and/or 






Settlement of Ballast and/or 






Settlement of Ballast and/or 






Settlement of Ballast and/or 






Settlement of Ballast and/or 







Settlement of Ballast and/or 
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Settlement of Ballast and/or 






Settlement of Ballast and/or 






Settlement of Ballast and/or 






Settlement of Ballast and/or 




B4 N/A(???) Hanging Ties At Bridge Approach ???????? 
L(??) Center Bound Track (Cross Tie) ???????? 
B5 
M(??) Center Bound Track (Joint Tie) ?????????? 
L(??) Pumping Ties (One End) ????(??) 
M(??) Pumping Ties (Both Ends) ????(??) 
B6 
H(??) Pumping Ties (Joint Tie At Joint 
End) 
????(????) 
<=0.5 Alignment Deviation<=1.2 cm ????<=1.2?? 
<=0.75 Alignment Deviation<=1.9 cm ????<=1.9 ?? 
<=1.0 Alignment Deviation<=2.5 cm ????<=2.5?? 
<=1.25 Alignment Deviation<=3.2 cm ????<=3.2?? 
B7 
<=1.5 Alignment Deviation<=3.8 cm ????<=3.8?? 
<=1.75 Alignment Deviation<=4.4 cm ????<=4.4?? 
<=2.0 Alignment Deviation<=5.1 cm ????<=5.1?? 
<=2.25 Alignment Deviation<=5.7 cm ????<=5.7?? 
<=2.5 Alignment Deviation<=6.4 cm ????<=6.4?? 
<=2.75 Alignment Deviation<=7.0 cm ????<=7.0?? 
<=3.0 Alignment Deviation<=7.6 cm ????<=7.6?? 
<=3.25 Alignment Deviation<=8.3 cm ????<=8.3?? 
<=3.5 Alignment Deviation<=9.0cm ????<=9.0?? 
<=3.75 Alignment Deviation<=9.5 cm ????<=9.5?? 
<=4.0 Alignment Deviation<=10.2 cm ????<=10.2?? 
<=4.25 Alignment Deviation<=10.8 cm ????<=10.8?? 
B7 
<=4.5 Alignment Deviation<=11.4 cm ????<=11.4?? 
? 7? ????????? 
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?? ???? ???? 
<=4.75 Alignment Deviation<=12.1 cm ????<=12.1?? 
<=5.0 Alignment Deviation<=12.7 cm ????<=12.7?? 
 
>5.0 Alignment Deviation>12.7 cm ????>12.7?? 
Insuff Crib And/Or Shoulder Ballast
????/??????
? B8 N/A(???) 
Insuff Crib Ballast ??????? 
Insuff Shoulder Ballast (Left) ??????(??) 
B8 N/A(???) 
Insuff Shoulder Ballast (Right) ??????(??) 
L(??) Erosion Of Ballast (Single Shoulder) ????(????) 
M(??) Erosion Of Ballast (Crib & Shoulder) ????(??????)




?) Erosion Of Ballast (Washout) ????(??) 
L(??) Ditch, Restricted Flow ?????? 
Unstable Slope ????? 
Embankment Erosion ???? 
Ditch, Erosion ???? 
Ditch, Struct. Deteriorated (Minor) ??????(??) 
B10 
M(??) 
Ditch, Struct. Deteriorated (Major) ??????(??) 
Culvert, Improper Size/Type ????/????? 
Culvert, Partially Clogged from 
Debris 
????????? 





Drainage Structure (Other), Partially 
Clogged from Debris 
????(??)????
??? 
Storm Sewer, Clogged from Debris ?????????? 
L(??) 
Storm Sewer, Improper Size/Type 
???????/???
?? 
Culvert, Corroded ???? 




Culvert, Scoured ??????? 
Culvert, Struct. Deteriorated (Major) ??????(??) 
B11 
M(??) 
Culvert, Struct. Deteriorated (Minor) ??????(??) 
? 7? ????????? 
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?? ???? ???? 
Drainage Structure (Other), Corroded ????(??)?? 
Drainage Structure (Other), Flow 
Severely Rest. from Debris 
????(??)????
????? 
Drainage Structure (Other), 
Section(s) Displaced 
????(??)????








Headwall, Deteriorated (Major) ???? 
Headwall, Missing ???? 
Storm Sewer, Corroded ??????? 
  
Storm Sewer, Flow Severely 
Restricted from Debris 
??????????
???? 
Storm Sewer, Section(s) Displaced ????????? 
Storm Sewer, Struct. Deteriorated 
(Major) 
?????????(?
?) B11 M(??) 
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? 7 - 1????????????? 
發 生 原 因 次數 百分比 
Wide gage(defective/missing crossties) 
軌距過寬（軌枕缺陷/遺失） 207 11.1 
Track alignment irregular(buckled/sunkink) 
方向不整（挫曲/熱脹扭曲） 173 9.2 
Transverse/compound fissure 
鋼軌橫向/複合裂縫 156 8.3 
Cross level track irregular(not at joints) 
水平不整（非接頭處） 120 6.4 
Cross level of track irregular(joints) 
水平不整（接頭處） 114 6.1 
Detail fracture – shelling/head check 
鋼軌細部裂痕-殼狀/頭部裂縫 108 5.8 
Broken base of rail 
鋼軌底部斷裂 98 5.2 
Vertical split head 
鋼軌頭部垂直劈裂 89 4.8 
Switch point worn or broken 
岔尖磨耗或斷裂 86 4.6 
Roadbed settled or soft 
路床沉陷或鬆軟 75 4.0 
Head and web separate(outside joint bar limit) 
鋼軌頭部和腹部分離（魚尾鈑以外） 63 3.4 
Other rail and joint bar defects 
其他鋼軌和魚尾鈑缺陷 57 3.0 
Track alignmnt irregular-not buckled/sunkink 
方向不整-非挫曲/熱脹扭曲 39 2.1 
Joint bar broken (noninsulated) 
魚尾鈑斷裂（未隔絕） 34 1.8 
Worn rail 
鋼軌磨耗 31 1.7 
Wide gage(spikes/other rail fasteners) 
軌距過寬（道釘/其他扣件） 30 1.6 
Other track geometry defects 
其他軌道幾何缺陷 29 1.5 
Washout/rain/slide/etc. damage –track 28 1.5 
? 7? ????????? 
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發 生 原 因 次數 百分比 
沖刷/豪雨/滑動等造成軌道損壞 
Superelevation improper, excessive,etc. 
不適當或過度的超高等 27 1.4 
Broken weld (field) 
焊接斷裂（現地） 26 1.4 
 
 
? 7 - 2????????????? 






























? 8 - 1?a???????????????????????
?? Pcr?????? 8 - 1??????Eb???????????
Ib???????Lb??????n?????????? n=1??
????????????? 8 - 1?b???????????? n=2









IEnP π=  （8 - 1） 










? 8 - 1??????????? 
????????????????????????????
????∆T???????∆T????????????????
???∆Tcr????? 8 - 1??? 8 - 2??????????∆Tcr
??? 8 - 3????? Euler ????Pinned- Pinned??????
??????? A ???????α????????[T-1] ?[T]?
?????? 














==∆  （8 - 3） 
??????????????????????Fixed- Fixed?
????????????????????????? 8 - 4??
? 8? ???????? 
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==∆  （8 - 5） 
?? Euler ?????Timoshenko ????????????
?????Timoshenko ???????? Euler ???????
?????Timoshenko ???????Pinned- Pinned??????





































???????????????? 8 - 7?? KNM???????
????????υM ????????????????????
???????????????BUCKLE????? 8 - 7????
??????? QN ????????????????????   
8 - 8??? 
0=MMNK υ  （8 - 7） 















?????????? 8 - 9????????????????? 
N
i












































?????BEAM SECTION??? ABAQUS??????? RECT


















? 8 - 2??????? 
? ABAQUS??????????????????????
??????????? 8 - 1????????????????
??? B31 ????????????????????????
? 8? ???????? 
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????????????????????? 8 - 1 ?????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????? 5? B31??????????? 
? 8 - 1????????????? 
???? x1?? x2?? x3?? x4?? x5?? x6?? 
5 2.0000 -0.1597 -0.0978 0.0 -5.60E-04 2.47E-04 
10 2.0000 -0.1599 -0.0972 0.0 -6.16E-04 3.32E-04 
15 2.0000 -0.1600 -0.0971 0.0 -6.31E-04 3.48E-04 
20 2.0000 -0.1600 -0.0971 0.0 -6.37E-04 3.53E-04 
30 2.0000 -0.1600 -0.0971 0.0 -6.41E-04 3.57E-04 
40 2.0000 -0.1601 -0.0970 0.0 -6.42E-04 3.59E-04 
60 2.0000 -0.1601 -0.0970 0.0 -6.43E-04 3.60E-04 





































ABAQUS ????? JOINTC ????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ABAQUS?
??????????Connector Elements? JOINTC??????? 
JOINTC ?????????????? Flexible Joint 























? 8 - 3?????????? 
??? ABAQUS????????????Model Data???
































????? 8 - 4??? 
 
 ?a? ?????? ?b? ?????? n=1 
 
 ?c? ?????? n=2           ?d? ?????? n=3 
? 8 - 4ABAQUS??????????? 
8-3 ??????????? 
8-3-1 ????? 





























2. ????: ?????????? 
3. ????: ??????????? 
4. ????: ??????????????????????




















???????????????? 8 - 2???????????
? 8.42m?12.34m?15.71m?21.32m?56.10m??????????? 





? 8 - 2 ??????????Bao, 1998? 
? 8? ???????? 
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???? RE132?60?????? 
?????? E?GPa? 206.84 
?????? 0.3 
?????? E?GPa? 79.56 
???????1/oC? 1.1700E-05 
?? Timoshenko???? 0.7405?0.25925 
?????? E?GPa? 8.62 
?????? 0.345 
???? ??????mm? 178?203?2591 
??? x?????? F11?N/m? 1.5750E+08 
??? y?????? F22?N/m? 2.6250E+07 
??? z?????? F33?N/m? 3.5000E+07 
??? x?????? F44?N-m/rad? 1.6947E+05 
??? y?????? F55?N-m/rad? 1.6947E+05 
??? z?????? F66?N-m/rad? 1.6947E+05 
???????????? k1?MPa? 1.3790E+01 
??????????? k3?MPa? 6.8948E-01 




? 8 - 3 ?????? 
?????m? 8.415 12.342 15.708 21.318 56.1 
ILLI-BUCKLE 
???? oC 88.48 71.44 68.06 63.73 59.35 
???????? 






























?α=6.5*10-6 1/oC????? 10m?????????Pinned- Pinned?
???? ABAQUS ???????????∆T=100 oC ?????
? QN???????????????λi???????λiQN? 
??????????? n = 1 ~ 4?????????????
? ABAQUS???????????????? 8 - 4?????













1 0.0810 8.10 8.10 
2 0.3237 32.37 32.39 
3 0.7279 72.79 72.88 
4 1.2926 129.26 129.57 
 
??????????Fixed- Fixed?????????????
????????????????? 32.39 oC??? ABAQUS ?













? 8? ???????? 
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????????????????????? 8 - 5???? 
Length of Beam in ABAQUS  [inch]

























Ratio of Length/ Depth in ABAQUS  


























?a?                           ?b? 
Length of Track  [inch]
























































Ratio of Length / Beam Depth 




























?c?                           ?d? 
? 8 - 5???????????? 
? 8 - 5?a???????????????????????










???????????? bs??? hs???? Ls?bs?hs? 3 ?
?????????????????????????????? 
8 - 5?a?????????? 3???????????????
bs??????????????????????????? hs? 
??????? 8 - 5?a?????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????? Ls ????? hs ??????????????
Ls/hs???????????????????????? Ls/hs ?
??????????????????????????????




?? Ls/hs?? 6 ??????????????????????
?? ? 8 - 5?c?? 30???????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????

































????????????? 8 - 6?a??????? xb/hs=1.5~6.0
???????????? xb/hs=1.5??????????????
? xb/hs??????????????? 6 ??????????
??? Ls/hs?????????? 8 - 6?b???????????
???????????????????????? 8 - 6?a??
?????????????????????????? Ls/hs? 
Element Length/Element Depth   

























Beam Length/h of B31 Beam in ABAQUS  


























 ?a?                           ?b? 
? 8 - 6???????? 
??? 8 - 6??????????????????????
????????????????Ls/hs? xb/hs????????
??????????????????????????????

























???????????Pinned- Pinned??????????? 8 - 7
?????????????????????????????? 
 
? 8 - 7????????? 
?????????????????????? Ls/hs???
??????????????????????????? A=bhs?
? 8? ???????? 
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?????????????????? Ls/hs?????????
???????? ?Is/A?0.5?? hs???????? AIL ss / ??
??????????????????????????????
???????????????? 8 - 8??????????? 

















































8 8 8 8
 
? 8 - 8????????????? 
?????????????????? ABAQUS?????
?????????????? AIL ss / >1000 ????????








? 8? ???????? 
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??????????????? 8 - 5? 
? 8 - 5 ????????? 
???? I11 I22 A H b2 l 
RE70 - 202.3 43.9 - - - 
RE115 2730.5 449.5 72.6 16.8 6.9 7.6 
RE132 3658.7 599.4 83.3 18.1 7.6 8.1 
RE140 4037.4 616.0 89.0 18.6 7.6 8.6 
 
???I11??? 1-1 ????[cm4]??? I22??? 2-2 ???
?[cm4]?A ??????[cm2]?h???????[cm]? b2? l?
??????????[cm]???????????????[cm]? 
???????? 8 - 9?HKS, 2000a?? 
l = 8.13 cm 
h = 18.10 cm 
b1 = 15.24 cm 
b2 = 7.62 cm 
t1 = 1.41 cm 
t2 = 4.73 cm 
t3 = 2.16 cm 
I11 = 3659 cm4 
I22 = 599 cm4 
A = 83.29 cm2 
 
 





? 8? ???????? 
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ABAQUS ?????????????????????????































































































?a?                             ?b? 






??? 8 - 10?b???? RE115?RE132?RE140????????
?????????? Ls/ I110.25?? 100????????????
?????????? 1%?? RE70 ?????????????
??????????????????????????????









?????????????????????????? 8 - 6?
??????????????????????????????
??????????? 
? 8 - 6 RE132???????????? 
qcr[kg/cm] ???? 
L [cm] ??? ABAQUS ?? 
1118 1.1435 1.1860 3.6% 
1676 0.5082 0.5772 11.9% 
2235 0.2858 0.2982 4.2% 
2794 0.1830 0.1862 1.7% 
3353 0.1270 0.1281 0.9% 
3912 0.0933 0.0938 0.5% 
4470 0.0714 0.0716 0.3% 
5029 0.0564 0.0565 0.2% 






Factor, Fmf???? 8 - 11????? S??????????Is??
??????????????????????????????
? 8? ???????? 
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????? 8 - 11??? 






































? 8 - 11??????????????? 
?????? RE115?RE132?RE140???????????
??????????????????????????????
????RE70 ????? RE115?RE132?RE140 ???????
??????????????????????????????
????? Fmf<4.0?????????? 99%? 
4 I
SFmf =  （8 - 11） 














































?????????? 1?????Mesh Fineness =2??????
????? 2??????????Mesh Fineness =10?????


























? 8 - 13????????????? 
?????? B31OS????????????? RE132??
???????? Es= 206GPa????ν =0.3???? L=4.0 m??




???????????????????? 8 - 13???????




































































































































































? 8 - 14?????????????? 
?????? 8 - 13 ??????????????????
???????????? F11?F22?F33?F44?F55?F66 ?????




????? 8 - 14???????? F22?F66 ?????????
????????????????? uy?φz??????????




???????? uy ?φz ???????????? F22?F66
?????????????????? uy?????? F22???
????????????? 8 - 15???????B31OS???
????? RE132 ???????????? s ????????
???????? s???? uy????????? F22?????










? 8 - 15??????? 
8-5-2-1 ???????? 
? 8 - 15?? RE132??????????????????




???????????? Ls??????? a????? F22??





?????? 8 - 7??????????? 4.06m?????
????????? a???????????? F22???????
? U22= F22/ s?????????? 5?????? 













4064 25.4 161 1.75E+04 689 188.4 
4064 50.8 81 3.50E+04 689 188.5 
4064 76.7 54 5.29E+04 689 188.7 
4064 101.6 41 7.00E+04 689 188.8 
4064 127.0 33 8.75E+04 689 189.1 
 













4115 25.4 25.4 1.75E+04 689 185.9 
4115 25.4 50.8 3.50E+04 689 185.9 
4115 25.4 101.6 7.04E+04 689 185.9 
4115 25.4 203.2 1.40E+05 689 185.9 
4115 25.4 406.4 2.80E+05 689 185.9 
4115 25.4 812.8 5.60E+05 689 185.9 
 
??????? 8 - 7??????????????????
??????? U22?????????????????????
????????? 8 - 7??????????????????
??????????????????????? s ????
B31OS ??????????????? xb??????????
??? 8 - 7????????????????????????
????? 8 - 8?????????????? 8 - 7?????

















? 8 - 9???????∆T?????????????? E??
????? 
? 8 - 9?? E??????? 
E（MPa） 68940 137880 206820 275760 344700 413640 482580 551520
Pcr（kN） 1263 1917 2553 3185 3807 4435 5071 5693 
∆T（oC） 188 143 127 118 113 110 108 106 
 








????? 8 - 9??????????∆T=Pcr/EαA?????
???????????? Pcr????????????????
????????????? PcrU22=0?????????????
??∆Pcr????????????? Pcr= PcrU22=0+∆Pcr? 
???????????? uy?????? F22???????
????????????????? 8 - 16????? U22??
?????????????????????????????
??????? u?????? 8 - 16????????????
?????????????????????????????
?? 8 - 13??? PcrU22=0+∆Pcr????????????? U22?
????? 8 - 14???????????? n=1???????


























? 8 - 16?????????? 
????????????????????????????
? 8 - 14 ??????? U22????????????????
ABAQUS??????????????????? 8 - 13???
? 8? ???????? 
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???????? 8 - 10?????????????? E???
????? U22 ??????????????????????
6~7%???? 










6.89E+04 622 655 696 0.062 
1.38E+05 1244 1309 1392 0.064 
2.07E+05 1866 1962 2089 0.065 
2.76E+05 2489 2612 2785 0.066 
3.45E+05 3111 3261 3481 0.068 
4.14E+05 3733 3908 4177 0.069 
4.83E+05 4355 4554 4873 0.070 
5.52E+05 4977 5197 5570 0.072 
6.20E+05 5599 5840 6266 0.073 
6.89E+05 6222 6480 6962 0.074 
 
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? 8 - 14
?????????????????????????? 8 - 13?

















































? 8 - 17??????????????????? 
8-5-2-3 ?????? 
??????? F22 ? F66????????????????
?????????????????? F22 ? F66???????
??????????????????????????????




















?????????????????? 8 - 11?????????
? 480?????????? 8 - 18??? 
? 8 - 11 ???????????????? 

























































? 8 - 18??????????????? 
? 8? ???????? 
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??? 8 - 18 ?????????????????????
??∆Pcr????????? Ls???????? Es??????
Type???????????? U22??????????????








Ls?Es?Type ? U22?????? Type ??????????
???????????????????????????? Is
????? Ls?Es?Type? U22??????????? L????
???????lR??????? L/lR????????????






R =l  （8 - 16） 
???????????????lR????????????
?????∆Pcr ?????????? Pcr ?????????
R∆P=∆Pcr/Pcr?????????????∆Pcr??????????
PcrU22=0????????? RPo=∆Pcr/Pcr U22=0????? R∆P????
? 8? ???????? 
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?? Ls/lR????? 8 - 19???? RPo?????? Ls/lR???
































? 8 - 20????? RPo?????? Ls/lR??? 
 
? 8? ???????? 
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???????????????????????? 8 - 19?












?∆Pcr ????? Pcr? ?? PcrU22=0 ?????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????? 8 - 19??????????????
?????????? 8 - 21? 
?????????? Ls/lR?? 65?∆P/Pcr????????
99%?? Ls/lR?? 93 ?∆P/Pcr??????????? 99.5%??
?????? 
????????????????????????????
?? Ls/lR?? 65~93 ????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? 
























? 8 - 21????????? 
????? 8 - 13????????????????????
?lR????????????????????????????
????????????????????? 8 – 17 ?????






























































?????? PcrU22=0????????? RPcr????? Euler ??




Pcr=RPcr*PcrU22=0????? PcrU22=0?? Euler ?????????? 
????? RPcr????????????? Ls/lR????? 8 
- 19 ? RPo? Ls/lR???????????????????Lee, 
1993????? Box&Cox??(Box and Cox Transformation)???? 
8 - 19?????????? 8 - 22?????????????Log 
Likelihood ??????λ??-0.5???? Box&Cox ?????? 
(Ls/lR)-0.5?????????????????????? RPcr??
???? 8 - 18??? 
Lambda
Log Likelihood









? 8 - 22Box&Cox??? 
? 8? ???????? 
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   7.183:Limits































l  （8 - 18） 
8-6-3 ??????? 
??????????8 - 18?? ? 8 - 11???????480
?????????????? ABAQUS ??????????





















? 8 - 23????????? 
 
? 8? ???????? 
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?????????????lR??? 8 -16??????? U22?
????????? kb2???????? F22??????????
????? F66???????????????????????
????????????????????? 8 - 24??????
????????????? F66??? F66/?t/2?2???????
????????????????? eqK22???? 6 - 19?????
???? eqK22????????? eqU 22??????????????














=  （8 - 19） 
 





? 8? ???????? 
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????? 8 - 2????? 8.40m? 12.30m????????




?????? 88.3 oC????? 12.30m????? L/lR=11.34??
??????? RP0=3.05???????????? 16.1oC????
?????????? 65.0oC??? ABAQUS?????????




















































????????? 9 - 1?? ?? 9 - 2??????????? 
 
? 9 - 1TKUTRACK????? 




? 9 - 2??????????? 
9-2 ????? 
????? 9 - 1 ???????????????????
ABAQUS ???????????????? TKUTRACK ???






























? 9 - 3?????? 
? 9? TKUTRACK?? 
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? 9 - 1??????? 
P Es Is u1 Ec Ic u2 hc k a/l W t Pred ABAQUS
kN GPa cm4 MPa GPa cm4 MPa cm MN/m3  m m MPa MPa 
196.2 196 10000 941 41 29952 508 12 400.5 0.34 2.08 1.04 3.01 3.19 
196.2 196 10000 941 41 239620 508 24 400.5 0.20 2.08 1.04 1.67 1.58 
196.2 196 10000 941 41 304650 508 26 400.5 0.19 2.08 1.04 1.49 1.46 
196.2 196 10000 941 41 380500 508 28 400.5 0.18 2.08 1.04 1.33 1.36 
196.2 196 10000 941 41 468000 508 30 400.5 0.17 2.08 1.04 1.21 1.26 
147.15 206 8000 644 34 398390 347 26 209.5 0.17 2.72 1.36 1.09 1.05 
147.15 206 8000 644 34 497580 347 28 209.5 0.16 2.72 1.36 0.98 0.96 
147.15 206 8000 644 34 612000 347 30 209.5 0.15 2.72 1.36 0.88 0.89 
98.1 216 6000 416 29 492130 225 26 109.6 0.15 3.36 1.68 0.74 0.70 
98.1 216 6000 416 29 614660 225 28 109.6 0.14 3.36 1.68 0.66 0.64 
98.1 216 6000 416 29 756000 225 30 109.6 0.13 3.36 1.68 0.60 0.60 
49.05 226 4000 241 25 55296 130 12 55.5 0.24 3.84 1.92 1.14 1.11 
49.05 226 4000 241 25 442370 130 24 55.5 0.14 3.84 1.92 0.43 0.41 
49.05 226 4000 241 25 562430 130 26 55.5 0.13 3.84 1.92 0.39 0.37 
49.05 226 4000 241 25 702460 130 28 55.5 0.13 3.84 1.92 0.35 0.34 
49.05 226 4000 241 25 864000 130 30 55.5 0.12 3.84 1.92 0.31 0.32 
9.81 235 2000 105 20 50688 57 12 26.4 0.21 3.52 1.76 0.25 0.24 
9.81 235 2000 105 20 80491 57 14 26.4 0.19 3.52 1.76 0.20 0.19 
9.81 235 2000 105 20 120150 57 16 26.4 0.17 3.52 1.76 0.17 0.16 
9.81 235 2000 105 20 171070 57 18 26.4 0.15 3.52 1.76 0.14 0.14 
9.81 235 2000 105 20 234670 57 20 26.4 0.14 3.52 1.76 0.12 0.12 
9.81 235 2000 105 20 312340 57 22 26.4 0.13 3.52 1.76 0.11 0.11 
9.81 235 2000 105 20 405500 57 24 26.4 0.12 3.52 1.76 0.10 0.10 
294.3 196 10000 941 41 29952 508 12 400.5 0.34 2.08 1.04 4.52 4.78 
294.3 196 10000 941 41 239620 508 24 400.5 0.20 2.08 1.04 2.50 2.38 
294.3 196 10000 941 41 304650 508 26 400.5 0.19 2.08 1.04 2.23 2.19 
294.3 196 10000 941 41 380500 508 28 400.5 0.18 2.08 1.04 2.00 2.03 
294.3 196 10000 941 41 468000 508 30 400.5 0.17 2.08 1.04 1.81 1.89 
220.725 206 8000 644 34 398390 347 26 209.5 0.17 2.72 1.36 1.64 1.57 
220.725 206 8000 644 34 497580 347 28 209.5 0.16 2.72 1.36 1.47 1.45 
220.725 206 8000 644 34 612000 347 30 209.5 0.15 2.72 1.36 1.33 1.34 
147.15 216 6000 416 29 492130 225 26 109.6 0.15 3.36 1.68 1.11 1.05 
147.15 216 6000 416 29 614660 225 28 109.6 0.14 3.36 1.68 1.00 0.97 




? 9? TKUTRACK?? 
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P Es Is u1 Ec Ic u2 hc k a/l W t Pred ABAQUS
73.575 226 4000 241 25 442370 130 24 55.5 0.14 3.84 1.92 0.65 0.61 
73.575 226 4000 241 25 562430 130 26 55.5 0.13 3.84 1.92 0.58 0.56 
73.575 226 4000 241 25 702460 130 28 55.5 0.13 3.84 1.92 0.52 0.51 
73.575 226 4000 241 25 864000 130 30 55.5 0.12 3.84 1.92 0.47 0.47 
14.715 235 2000 105 20 50688 57 12 26.4 0.21 3.52 1.76 0.37 0.36 
14.715 235 2000 105 20 80491 57 14 26.4 0.19 3.52 1.76 0.30 0.29 
14.715 235 2000 105 20 120150 57 16 26.4 0.17 3.52 1.76 0.25 0.24 
14.715 235 2000 105 20 171070 57 18 26.4 0.15 3.52 1.76 0.21 0.21 
14.715 235 2000 105 20 234670 57 20 26.4 0.14 3.52 1.76 0.19 0.18 
14.715 235 2000 105 20 312340 57 22 26.4 0.13 3.52 1.76 0.16 0.16 
14.715 235 2000 105 20 405500 57 24 26.4 0.12 3.52 1.76 0.14 0.15 
588.6 196 10000 941 41 29952 508 12 400.5 0.34 2.08 1.04 9.04 9.56 
588.6 196 10000 941 41 239620 508 24 400.5 0.20 2.08 1.04 5.00 4.75 
588.6 196 10000 941 41 304650 508 26 400.5 0.19 2.08 1.04 4.46 4.39 
588.6 196 10000 941 41 380500 508 28 400.5 0.18 2.08 1.04 4.00 4.07 
588.6 196 10000 941 41 468000 508 30 400.5 0.17 2.08 1.04 3.62 3.79 
441.45 206 8000 644 34 398390 347 26 209.5 0.17 2.72 1.36 3.28 3.14 
441.45 206 8000 644 34 497580 347 28 209.5 0.16 2.72 1.36 2.94 2.89 
441.45 206 8000 644 34 612000 347 30 209.5 0.15 2.72 1.36 2.65 2.68 
294.3 216 6000 416 29 492130 225 26 109.6 0.15 3.36 1.68 2.22 2.11 
294.3 216 6000 416 29 614660 225 28 109.6 0.14 3.36 1.68 1.99 1.93 
294.3 216 6000 416 29 756000 225 30 109.6 0.13 3.36 1.68 1.79 1.79 
147.15 226 4000 241 25 55296 130 12 55.5 0.24 3.84 1.92 3.41 3.32 
147.15 226 4000 241 25 442370 130 24 55.5 0.14 3.84 1.92 1.30 1.23 
147.15 226 4000 241 25 562430 130 26 55.5 0.13 3.84 1.92 1.16 1.12 
147.15 226 4000 241 25 702460 130 28 55.5 0.13 3.84 1.92 1.04 1.03 
147.15 226 4000 241 25 864000 130 30 55.5 0.12 3.84 1.92 0.94 0.95 
29.43 235 2000 105 20 50688 57 12 26.4 0.21 3.52 1.76 0.74 0.72 
29.43 235 2000 105 20 80491 57 14 26.4 0.19 3.52 1.76 0.60 0.58 
29.43 235 2000 105 20 120150 57 16 26.4 0.17 3.52 1.76 0.50 0.49 
29.43 235 2000 105 20 171070 57 18 26.4 0.15 3.52 1.76 0.43 0.42 
29.43 235 2000 105 20 234670 57 20 26.4 0.14 3.52 1.76 0.37 0.37 
29.43 235 2000 105 20 312340 57 22 26.4 0.13 3.52 1.76 0.33 0.33 
29.43 235 2000 105 20 405500 57 24 26.4 0.12 3.52 1.76 0.29 0.30 
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